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Rightful Resistance
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The words "popular resistance" typically bring to mind images of negation, usually of
the legitimacy of something, and actions by people who lack recourse to institutional
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politics. When ticking off examples of popular resistance, one is drawn to accounts of
marginalized workers and peasants rejecting the claims of officials and economic elites-of efforts by the poor and weak to upset the plans of those with more power and status.
Whether it is furtive, everyday resistance to changes in village norms and charitable
practices or open defiance of national rule, it is uninstitutionalized acts that spring from
a deeply felt (if sometimes artfully undeclared) denial of legitimacy that tend to attract
2
attention.
Much popular resistance surely fits this description. Struggles to tame political and
economic power are often waged by the utterly excluded and rest on feelings of
disavowal, even outrage. At the same time, however, other episodes of resistance
exhibit a somewhat different logic. Contentious politics is not always a story of neatly
divided antagonists, with representatives of the state or superordinate classes on one
side and members of the popular classes on the other. Sometimes resistance depends
on the discontented locating and exploiting divisions among the powerful. In these
circumstances setting up "subordinates" in opposition to "superordinates" can obscure
how people actually go about warding off appropriation and political control. Thinking in
[End Page 31] terms of two parties can be especially misleading in those cases when
aggrieved citizens employ government commitments and established values to
persuade concerned elites to support their claims. When receptive officials, for
instance, champion popular demands to execute laws and policies that have been
ignored, unexpected alliances often emerge and simple dominant-subordinate
distinctions break down. On these occasions, popular resistance operates partly within
(yet in tension with) official norms; it depends on a degree of accommodation with a
structure of domination, the deft use of prevailing cultural conventions, and an
affirmation--sometimes sincere, sometimes strategic--of existing channels of inclusion.
Nearly a decade ago Jeffrey Herbst pointed to the importance of opportunities afforded
by the wider environment to dissatisfied members of the popular classes. He advised
against turning the state into a "forbidding monolith" and recommended recognizing that
"certain institutional arrangements and political goods may be particularly amenable to
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the type of political pressure that only weak, unorganized groups can bring to bear." At
about the same time James Scott called attention to forms of resistance that occur
"within the official discourse of deference," inasmuch as they rest on ethical claims

legitimated by official ideologies. Such resistance, Scott explained, can hamstring
political or economic elites because it is couched in the language of loyal intentions; it
can reveal when members of powerful groups have dared to take liberties with the
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symbols in which they are most invested. Meanwhile, other students of contentious
politics have used terms such as "in-between forms of resistance," "reformist activism,"
and "reasonable radicalism" to describe petition drives in Thailand, struggles to reclaim
appropriated land in Latin America, and the use of antidiscrimination laws to agitate for
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equal pay in the Unites States. What is to be made of individuals or groups who
dispute the legitimacy of certain political authorities and their actions while affirming
(indeed relying upon) other authorities and established values to pursue their ends?
How should we understand defiant acts that are intended both to open channels of
participation and to make use of existing channels, that straddle [End Page 32] the
border between what is usually considered popular resistance and institutionalized
participation?
This article will explore the phenomenon of "rightful resistance," first in China and then,
more briefly, elsewhere. Rightful resistance is a form of popular contention that (1)
operates near the boundary of an authorized channel, (2) employs the rhetoric and
commitments of the powerful to curb political or economic power, and (3) hinges on
locating and exploiting divisions among the powerful. In particular, rightful resistance
entails the innovative use of laws, policies, and other officially promoted values to defy
"disloyal" political and economic elites; it is a kind of partially sanctioned resistance that
uses influential advocates and recognized principles to apply pressure on those in
power who have failed to live up to some professed ideal or who have not implemented
some beneficial measure.
Rightful resisters normally frame their claims with reference to protections implied in
ideologies or conferred by policymakers. Since they often demand little more than
scrupulous enforcement of existing commitments, theirs is a defiance based on strict
adherence to established values. In their acts of contention, which usually combine
legal tactics with political pressure, rightful resisters typically behave in accord with
prevailing statutes (or at least not in violation of them). They forgo, for example,
unlawful force or other criminal behavior, which might weaken their standing and
alienate their backers. Instead, rightful resisters assert their claims largely through
approved channels and use a regime's policies and legitimating myths to justify their
defiance. Rightful resisters know full well that instruments of domination which facilitate
control can be turned to new purposes; they have an aspirational view of government
measures and elite values and recognize that the very symbols embraced by those in
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power can be a source of entitlement, inclusion, and empowerment.
Rightful resistance resembles other forms of popular contention, though at some
remove. It harks back to Gramsci's "war of position," for example, in that it involves
probing for weak points in a facade of power, and because it offers the marginalized a
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way to work the system to their minimum disadvantage. In their search for patrons,
rightful [End Page 33] resisters also bear some likeness to "rebels in the name of the
tsar," Russian peasants who employed the myth of the Tsar-Deliverer to mobilize
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others, protect themselves, and deny claims made by "faithless" officials. At the same
time, rightful resisters have a certain affinity with "everyday resisters" insofar as their
defiance is opportunistic and measured and because, at least at first, they almost
always lack the organizational resources and collective consciousness shared by
members of well-formed groups.
As should be clear, however, rightful resistance is not simply another variant of
everyday resistance or of not-so-naïve monarchism. Unlike rebels in the name of the
tsar, rightful resisters stop short of violence and are not limited to wishfulness and willful

misinterpretation of imaginary protections. Their insubordination is in fact nurtured by
authoritative pronouncements, and they do have actual intercessors. And unlike
everyday resisters, rightful resisters seek rather than avoid the attention of elites:
whereas foot-dragging, poaching, sabotage, and other weapons of the weak are
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invariably quiet, disguised, and anonymous, rightful resistance is invariably noisy,
public, and open. Rightful resisters mitigate the risks of confrontation by proclaiming
their allegiance to core values rather than by opting for disguised dissent. Indeed,
because they work the territory between elites and challenge malfeasance using an
approved discourse, rightful resisters do not subscribe to the view that "the state and its
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laws are typically inaccessible, arbitrary and alien." To the contrary, they have
learned how to exploit the potent symbolic and material capital made available by
modern states. Rightful resistance is thus a product of state building and of
opportunities created by the spread of participatory ideologies and patterns of rule
rooted in notions of equality, rights, and rule of law. It derives as much from the "great
tradition" of the powerful as from the "little tradition" of the powerless, and is a sign of
growing rights consciousness and a more contractual approach to political life. It
appears as individuals with new aspirations come to appreciate common interests,
develop an oppositional consciousness, and become collective actors in the course of
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struggle. [End Page 34]
For rightful resistance to emerge, discontented community members must first become
aware that they have been granted certain protections. For it to be effective, its
practitioners must craft effective legal tactics, mobilize followers, and win a measure of
sufferance, even support, for their contention. That rightful resisters often engage in
disruptive but not quite unlawful collective action inevitably attracts the attention of
officials responsible for maintaining social peace and administering justice. That they
use the vocabulary of the regime to advance their claims can help them locate
advocates among the powerful and may afford a measure of protection when their
plans go awry.
Rightful resistance, with its slightly oxymoronic sound, is the quintessential "critique
within the hegemony." Those who pursue it take the values and programs of political
and economic elites to heart while demonstrating that some authorities do not. They
launch attacks that are legitimate by definition in a rhetoric that even unresponsive
authorities must recognize, lest they risk being charged with hypocrisy and disloyalty to
12
the system of power they represent.
I. Rightful Resistance in China
Rightful resistance can appear in many settings; it happens, however, that the concept
was derived from research on rural China. This section presents evidence from
interviews with Chinese villagers, grassroots cadres, and officials at higher levels, as
well as accounts of rightful resistance gleaned from government circulars and field
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reports by Chinese researchers. The incidents examined center on disputes involving
appropriation and cadre accountability: they were chosen for their diagnostic value,
diversity, and ability to shed light on the dynamics of rightful resistance. Individually,
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each episode illuminates at least one feature of rightful resistance; together, they
trace what can occur when villagers frame their claims around party policies and official
values, solicit assistance from influential backers, and combine legal tactics with
collective action to defend their "lawful rights and interests" (hefa quanyi). [End Page
35]
Rightful Claims
The roots of Chinese rightful resistance lie in the rich soil of central policy. To

appreciate how the programs of an unaccountable national leadership provide openings
for rightful resisters, the term "central policy" must be understood in its broad Chinese
sense. Central policies, in this usage, include essentially all authoritative
pronouncements, ranging from party documents, laws, state council regulations, and
leadership speeches to editorials by special commentators in prominent newspapers.
Central policies can be both as general as guidelines (fangzhen) that cadres should
"develop the economy" or be "clean and honest" or as specific as regulations
prohibiting local fees from exceeding 5 percent of a villager's net income the previous
year. At the same time, central policies may be formally ratified, like the state
constitution, or only informally publicized, like Deng Xiaoping's remark that "some
people should be allowed to get rich first." The scope of central policy in China thus
encompasses what constitutes law in most other nations but also reaches into far
murkier realms, such as pledges made by officials on inspection tours, party
propaganda, and the "spirit of the center."
In the Chinese countryside the number of grievances amenable to rightful resistance
has been rising. Discontented villagers increasingly cite laws, regulations, and other
authoritative communications when challenging all sorts of cadre malfeasance,
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particularly misconduct related to economic appropriation and autocratic "work style."
They often claim a right, for instance, to withhold grain tax payments because they have
not received fertilizer or diesel fuel that government authorities were contractually
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obliged to provide. On even firmer ground, rightful resisters sometimes point to
regulations limiting "farmers' burdens" to fend off unapproved fees or demands for grain
that exceed amounts previously agreed to. In one of the poorest villages in Henan's
Sheqi County, for example, a group of plucky villagers presented county officials with
state council regulations distributed by the [End Page 36] prefectural government when
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protesting thirty-seven fees that far exceeded the 5 percent limit announced in 1991.
The complainants' unspoken threat was that if county officials dared to rebuff them, they
would take their case up the hierarchy and insist that prefectural officials enforce central
regulations they themselves had publicized.
Contractual ways of thinking and a growing fluency in rights talk appear to underlie
18
much of the rightful resistance emerging in the Chinese countryside. Increasingly
censorious villagers are demanding fidelity to values and rights embodied in the
contract responsibility system of farming (which has been promoted by the central
government since the early 1980s), and are finding fault with local power holders who
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fail to respect the sanctity of agreements. These exacting critics know that the center
seeks to encourage economic growth by creating webs of reciprocal obligation, and
they are prepared to hand over whatever grain and fees are lawfully owed, provided the
local representatives of state power treat them equitably, respect their rights, and
deliver on promises made by officials at higher levels.
When, however, grassroots leaders neglect the letter of the law or refuse to respect
limits on their discretion, eagle-eyed villagers are quick to step in and to accuse them of
engaging in prohibited behavior. They say things such as, "Failing to carry out the
'three-linkage-policy' [concerning supply of agricultural inputs] amounts to unilaterally
breaking a contract. I have the right not to pay the grain tax. You have broken the
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contract, how can you ask me to honor it?" Or, "Central policy says that after farmers
fulfill their contractual obligations, we can sell our grain freely on the market, why don't
you obey? If you don't listen to the Center, then we won't listen to you. . . . Why do you
always oppose the Center? Why do you always oppose us? Are you cadres of the
21
Communist Party?" Employing authorized symbols to pose inconvenient [End Page
37] rhetorical questions, these villagers wrap their resistance in sweet reason and
tender impeccably respectable demands; at the same time their rebukes reflect a
heightened rights consciousness, changed perceptions of cadre responsibilities, and a

claim to equal status before the law.
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In addition to inspiring challenges to unauthorized financial demands, a contractual
logic is also beginning to appear, as Chinese villagers turn a disapproving eye toward
"unqualified" (bu hege) cadres and the undemocratic methods by which they are often
selected. Delegations of rightful resisters, for example, frequently lodge complaints
about rigged village elections, demand greater responsiveness and financial disclosure,
23
and request the removal of imperious local leaders. Relying mainly on the Organic
Law of Villagers' Committees (1987) and regulations governing its implementation,
some rural dwellers make much of procedural violations that Chinese peasants are
usually thought to overlook. Following are just a few examples concerning one of the
most delicate issues in rural China, that is, rules mandating how to constitute the village
political elite:
--Two young men in Hunan, when facing an illegal snap election, organized fellow
villagers to plaster seventy-four posters around their village, recommending rejection of
24
hand-picked candidates and opposition to "dictatorial elections."
--Hundreds of Shanxi farmers besieged a county government, demanding that a village
election be nullified after a cadre seeking reelection escorted a mobile ballot box on its
25
rounds.
--Residents of two Shanxi villages occupied a township office and refused to end their
sit-in until officials agreed to make their villages "special zones" where free elections
26
would be conducted and unpopular cadres could be removed.
--Nearly a hundred Hebei villagers lodged complaints at the Central Discipline
Inspection Commission in Beijing concerning a township party committee [End Page
38] that insisted that a village party branch had the right to nominate villagers'
27
committee candidates.
--Over twenty Liaoning complainants, indignant about "minor procedural irregularities,"
traveled at their own expense to the county seat, to the provincial capital, and finally to
Beijing, at each stop reciting chapters of the Organic Law of Villagers' Committees while
28
appealing for new elections.
In each of these incidents resourceful villagers cited specific clauses or the spirit of the
Organic Law as grounds for their resistance. They treated freshly minted restrictions on
cadre power as if they codified leadership obligations in their village and argued, in
essence, that the Organic Law created entitlements they had a right to expect would be
enforced.
While infractions of new election procedures are generating rightful resistance in many
locations, Chinese villagers also base their defiance on other leadership assurances
and more ambiguous promises, some of which date to the Maoist era. The following are
some of the recent laws and institutional protections to which rural residents have
turned: the Administrative Litigation Law (1989), which enables villagers to sue officials
who beat them up or who tear down their homes without going through legal channels;
the Accounting Law (1985), which entitles villagers to make claims related to financial
disclosure; new cadre responsibility systems, which set targets for cadres but also
oblige them to respect villagers' rights; minutely detailed village charters and codes of
conduct, which codify rights and responsibilities and provide standards for cadre
supervision; and birth control regulations (not the policy itself, which is of course
impervious to rightful resistance, but improper favoritism in allocating village-level
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quotas). Even criminal statutes can at times provide grounds for rightful resistance.
Yun-xiang Yan recounts how one villager accused several township policemen of
"violating the law and human rights" for detaining him without an arrest warrant. When
Yan encountered him, the villager was noisily demanding justice from the county

government, as he brandished a booklet explaining the criminal law.
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[End Page 39]

All these protections offer ready-made rationales for demanding rights guaranteed by
the center but undermined at lower levels. When such well-grounded appeals do not
meet with success, however, another set of somewhat more equivocal commitments
provides a different sort of ammunition--usually less potent, but occasionally quite
effective. In recent years, for instance, villagers have been linking their claims with
seemingly halfhearted campaigns to "clean up the government" and "promote rule by
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law." Venturing forth in the name of unimpeachable ideals and in response to the
center's "call" (haozhao), they use the regime's own pledges to assail corrupt and
predatory cadres. At the same time, some villagers have also given new life to Maoist
norms and buzzwords by summoning up "communist values" to support demands that
cadres "work hard and live plainly" and be willing to "serve the people." Acting now in
the name of loyalty to the revolution and its founder, they "search for the real
Communist Party" and level charges against "commandist" and grasping cadres who
32
"oppress the masses" and are not "authentic communists."
Origins and Dynamics
Rural resistance is, of course, far from new in a nation where peasant rebellions have
occurred for thousands of years and not a single decade of this century has been
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entirely without rural unrest. Even more germane to this discussion, petitioning and
appeals have long been elements in the Chinese repertoire of contention, and it was
Mao himself who launched mass campaigns against corrupt and unreliable grassroots
34
cadres and said "to rebel is justified." Still, the rural rightful resistance [End Page 40]
described here is not merely a recrudescence of routines that have existed from time
immemorial, nor is it an echo of the mobilized resistance of the Maoist era, nor a simple
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borrowing of legalistic tactics pioneered by Chinese workers and intellectuals. For it is
only with recent socioeconomic and political reforms that rural residents have begun to
blend traditional tactics with self-directed, legalistic, and sometimes proactive struggles
to restructure villagewide governance and effect institutional change. Post-Mao reforms
have shifted resources toward nonstate, local actors and have offered villagers
36
unparalleled opportunities to press new claims. As decollectivization and
marketization have made villagers wealthier and less dependent on village cadres, the
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end of class labeling and mass political campaigns have made them less fearful. As
increased mobility and media penetration have made them more knowledgeable about
their exploitation and about resistance routines devised elsewhere, so too
administrative, electoral, and legal reforms have given them more protection against
retaliation and more violations to protest.
These changes taken together have nurtured the current spurt of tactical innovation and
have rendered rightful resistance less risky and more effective than petitioning and
appealing to higher levels had been in the past. Bottom-up initiative has become more
feasible because restless villagers are more aware of conflicts of interest with local
38
cadres [End Page 41] and more able to act without prompting from above.
Emboldened by what often seems to be a genuine belief that their codified rights have
been abridged, villagers are increasingly willing to invoke unsettling symbols and to
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mount high-profile protests. Even in places where grassroots cadres broker economic
relationships and still control access to vital resources, villagers are better placed to
defy corrupt or arbitrary rule and unsanctioned appropriation.
Of course, increased leverage over structurally weaker cadres does not automatically
translate into effective resistance. In today's China rightful resisters seldom win the day
uncontested. For one, "rural cadres generally do not welcome the diffusion of political
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information, especially about personal rights," and some openly oppose central

efforts to promote legal education. Grassroots leaders typically feel that more
knowledgeable villagers are harder to control, and they sometimes detain or rough up
villagers simply for publicizing popular central policies.
At the same time equally established principles support existing power relations and
serve to delegitimize even well-grounded rightful resistance. Chinese villagers, for
example, may speak of "democratic work style" and their right to "reflect problems and
expose bad cadres," but cadres can often trump them by invoking "democratic
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centralism" and the need to maintain "stability above all." Or when farmers charge
that it is unlawful to lock them up simply because a family member has violated the birth
control policy, a public security officer may just as persuasively counter that forcing
relatives to attend full-time, daily "study sessions" is warranted because a national
policy like family planning takes precedence over any other law and every citizen has
42
an obligation to assist in its enforcement.
For their part, accused cadres typically try to discredit and disrupt rightful resistance by
pointing to norms sanctioning coercion and also [End Page 42] to political expediency.
Most grassroots leaders are proficient at casting all contention in the ominous light of
"rebellion against village cadres" and at countering legal tactics and smothering
collective action by winning support from officials at higher levels. Township and county
party secretaries, for example, frequently side with notoriously high-handed village
cadres so long as they enforce birth control regulations and induce villagers to pay their
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taxes and fees. Township leaders, in particular, tend to be receptive to pleas from
village leaders that they face dozens of genuinely incompatible demands that even the
44
most conscientious cadre could never meet.
Many cadres use these conflicting norms and expectations to make rightful resisters
appear unreasonable and to justify not implementing a popular measure or institutional
protection. When all is said and done, officials at higher levels often end up dispatching
the police to suppress rightful resisters who disrupt a rigged election or lodge a
complaint--particularly if the targeted cadre lubricates a request for protection with a fine
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meal or a bribe. And even if they find it impolitic to defend a cadre openly, township
and county leaders can often convince judicial authorities to conduct perfunctory
investigations of policy-based charges, or to spend years taking testimony or auditing
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finances. In present-day China, a strong legal case and the use of compelling
normative language is merely the ante for rightful resisters; to overcome the many
advantages cadres still enjoy, villagers must also secure support from backers who
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have more clout than their adversaries. [End Page 43]
In this regard, many rightful resisters have proven themselves adept at finding
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advocates (including journalists) who are willing to investigate their charges and
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champion their claims. Resourceful villagers skillfully ferret out supporters in various
bureaucracies who have a stake in seeing their appeals addressed and in upholding the
policies they invoke. Officials in the Ministry of Civil Affairs and its local offices, for
instance, frequently receive delegations of villagers protesting infractions of the Organic
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Law of Villagers' Committees--a law the ministry is entrusted to implement. Discipline
Inspection Commissions, for their part, have become a focus for collective complaints
concerning violation of party discipline, and some county procurators, particularly their
anticorruption offices, have been receptive to charges concerning criminal misconduct.
51
Local people's congresses, in the course of promoting rule by law, often attract
groups of villagers who point to the villagers' committee law and local implementing
regulations when combating election irregularities. Even letters and visits offices of
public security bureaus can serve as a clearinghouse for grievances, and at times have
52
roused ranking officials to investigate accusations of wrongdoing.

Given the limited institutionalization of Chinese politics and because their opponents
usually have protectors among the local notables who matter most, rightful resisters
53
typically find it advantageous to press their claims wherever they can. They recognize
that state power nowadays is both fragmented and divided against itself, and they know
that if they search diligently, they can often locate pressure points [End Page 44] where
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elite unity crumbles. They are perfectly aware that their resistance hinges on
exploiting the divergent interests of officials both in different systems (xitong) and at
different levels in the same system, and they astutely align themselves with benefactors
(enren) who are disposed to take their charges seriously and who have the authority to
ensure that a cadre is disciplined or prosecuted.
Rightful resistance, in the final analysis, allows villagers to attack abusive cadres with
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rights claims rather than with their "shoulder poles." It is pursued by those who (at
least outwardly) accept party rule and who go along with many unwelcome measures
(for example, birth control, economic extraction) in exchange for unflinching execution
of all popular policies. Such individuals cede the high ground to official values, shape
their defiance from materials made available by the structure of domination, and appeal
to elites who recognize that their claims are consistent with established principles.
Aware of the risks involved in other, less dependent forms of contention, they forgo
revolutionary demands and offer conditional consent to rulers who control their agents
and enforce their ideals. Their claims do not always fall on deaf ears because some
members of the elite believe that offering redress may help placate the discontented
and reduce the likelihood of unrest while improving policy implementation and cadre
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oversight.
That rightful resistance is turning up in the Chinese countryside is perhaps not a great
surprise, given the growing chasm between what is promised and what is delivered. But
rightful resistance does not appear only where accountability is advocated but weakly
institutionalized and rights are granted but weakly guaranteed. Elites in other settings
may also be encouraged by rights talk, legal tactics, and political pressure to surrender
advantages in accord with principles that usually favor them. In places far from rural
China, different established values, legitimating [End Page 45] myths, and government
commitments may also provide a basis for rightful resistance.
II. Comparative Perspectives
Most social scientists would agree that the value of a concept is closely related to how
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well it travels. A truly useful theoretical construct has to survive applications beyond
its original context; it must continue "to yield defensible interpretations as new social
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phenomena swim into view."
With this in mind, this section looks to the research of others to suggest instances of
rightful resistance outside of China. Two of the examples presented are fragmentary
and illustrate only elements of rightful resistance. One is more complete. The aim here
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is simply to highlight a common dynamic: to identify "deep analogies" that can help us
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"make sense of numerous details that otherwise would seem purely accidental."
Without glossing over dissimilarities, we can try to locate parallels that help "break out
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the relevant part of the narrative." And while remaining attentive to variation
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stemming from a host of factors, we can begin to assess the generality of the findings
from China and avoid wrapping a concept around a single case.
One example of the claims characteristic of rightful resistance is the "censoriousness"
of Norwegian prison inmates, who base their demands for better treatment on prison
regulations and recognized principles of justice (for example, equality). According to
Thomas Mathiesen, such prisoners "argue with the ruler on the basis of norms that the

ruler also agrees with, trying to convince the ruler that he has not correctly adhered to
these principles." These strict constructionists employ the rhetoric and values of their
jailers and the wider society while targeting [End Page 46] "personal regimes" and
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demanding "bureaucracy." In their efforts to domesticate power and render it
predictable, they fall short of rightful resistance mainly because few inmates are able to
locate elite advocates and because their potential for nonviolent political pressure is
subject to obvious limitations.
In contrast to an actual prison, apartheid-era South Africa offered somewhat greater
scope for using official values to goad concerned authorities into action. In Richard
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Abel's account of opposition to the "pass laws," black plaintiffs and their legal
advisers pointed to inconsistent and ambiguous regulatory structures and demanded
that the government prove its commitment to the rule of law. Invoking South Africa's
"liberal tradition" and Nationalist boasts about judicial independence, they contested
racial discrimination "on the terrain of ideology" and "honored the regime's pretensions
by judging it in terms of legality." By framing their claims with reference to official values
(including the sanctity of the family) and stressing misimplementation of judicial
decisions, they won over key insiders (including some government attorneys, large
employers, and judges) who endorsed their appeals and urged obstructionist
enforcement agencies to heed the law. Although their foes hid behind procedural
maneuvers and principles that condoned apartheid, workers and their families were
able to use the language of power to win residency rights when obliging judges
invalidated local rulings and condemned stalling tactics. Accommodating elites played a
central role in this contention, unlike the Norwegian example, but this case still falls
short of rightful resistance because, by the 1980s, opponents of influx controls focused
on single-client legal challenges, while less institutionalized forms of political pressure
(with the exception of a small amount of squatting) were not employed.
65

In the most repressive regimes resistance is largely limited to "weapons of the weak."
In slightly less controlled settings one or more features of rightful resistance may
appear. As sanctioned coercion diminishes further and partial inclusion is formally
extended, cases of more complete rightful resistance become possible, as in rural
China. But what about further along the spectrum? In circumstances where numerous
rights are guaranteed, the rule of law is established, and political participation is
unquestionably legitimate, is rightful resistance [End Page 47] still viable and effective?
Consider Michael McCann's analysis of how women workers in the United States
employed legal strategies and collective action to press for wage reforms.
According to McCann, several familiar approaches to law and social change all share a
skepticism "about the value of law for empowering marginalized and even ordinary
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citizens." Modern neorealists, he explains, often portray litigation (concerning civil
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rights, women's rights, environmental protection, and so forth) as a "hollow hope," a
strategy flawed by the limited resources that even congenial judges can muster to
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implement their decisions. Structuralists, on the other hand, stress the limited
resources possessed by disadvantaged citizens themselves and the unlikelihood these
resources will be well spent on quixotic legal battles where the probability of success is
69
low. Even many Marxist scholars emphasize how law can mystify the powerless and
disguise domination, largely by imposing definitions of property advantageous to ruling
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groups and by sustaining dubious claims to legitimacy.
Nonetheless, as McCann found in his study of the pay equity campaign in the United
States, ordinary workers and movement organizers had more access to the law than he
had ever anticipated. Although prevailing legal discourses and practices were at times
forces that obstructed challenges to the status quo, they too could be a "source of
disorder and egalitarian reordering." Litigation and other legal tactics, in other words,

were potent and flexible tools that enabled women's rights activists to employ existing
statutes and recognized legal symbols while still remaining somewhat separate from the
prevailing legal order. By the end of his research, McCann had come to question many
assumptions about the conservative impact of established legal practices and was
instead drawn to evidence of inventive tactical maneuvers and "site-specific
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accommodations between domination and resistance."
And these tactical maneuvers originated on precisely the "old ground" on which rightful
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resistance appears. In the United States this meant appropriating a "rights talk" that
had long offered reform activists a normative language for identifying, interpreting, and
challenging [End Page 48] discrimination. In particular, comparable worth advocates
borrowed from a decades-old discourse about equal rights, discrimination, and
segregation that had become part of everyday understandings and expectations. They
then used this language to express their demands for reworked wage scales, draping
calls for reform in evocative and comparatively uncontroversial appeals to fairness and
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equity.
In the course of mastering a new tongue, pay equity activists found it advantageous to
couple broad references to widely accepted values with appeals to specific laws and
regulations, at both the state and the federal levels. Accordingly, movement participants
drew on explicit comparable worth, pay equity, and equal pay statutes, as well as more
general equal rights, antidiscrimination, civil service, and fair employment measures.
Most notably, several Supreme Court decisions, the Equal Pay Act of 1963, the 1964
Civil Rights Act, and various executive orders regarding affirmative action were all
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repeatedly cited when attacking wage discrimination in the courts.
Established law thus offered a framework for equity activists to make sense of their
circumstances and to ground their resistance. At the same time, evolving
antidiscrimination norms made it possible to take advantage of the flexibility of the
American rights tradition to cloak new claims in old cloth. By urging, for instance, that
job evaluation methods previously used to justify hierarchy be reinterpreted to support
salary increases for low-ranking workers, legal strategists appropriated "the master's
tool to challenge the master." In their actions on the courtroom steps and in the
courtroom alike, pay equity activists shrewdly framed even their more radical demands
in terms of loyalty to established principles while professing little more than a desire to
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make the legal system "live up to what it was supposed to be."
Breaking through the silence and pursuing their claims depended on a series of timely
events--some of which occurred apart from the movement, some of which were
engineered by campaign activists themselves. In the first place, the overarching political
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opportunity structure had to change in ways that supported, or at least allowed,
articulation of new claims by individuals concerned with gender justice. At the same
time, early arrivals had to become aware that the political landscape had become more
advantageous, and they then had to exploit [End Page 49] this realization to draw in
additional participants who were willing to devote time, energy, and resources to the
campaign. Both of these conditions were effectively met by the late 1970s, as more
women entered the workforce, the womens' movement matured, and an
accommodating Carter administration made it possible for participation in the campaign
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to appear sensible to prospective participants.
With awareness, expectations, and organizational resources mounting, a few highprofile legal victories then helped convince even more recruits that wage structures
could be altered and that a meaningful space for grassroots action had opened up.
Buoyed by their successes, organizing national legal challenges and local pressure on
employers became easier, as previously uninvolved workers and long-standing activists

came to believe they were acting at a particularly auspicious moment, ripe with
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possibilities for reform.
To increase their leverage and institutionalize their gains, activists also had to locate
influential backers, particularly ones who would take up the cause within the federal and
state governments. Among the movement's champions were a handful of government
administrators who were responsive to the campaign's "realistic radicalism." Some
federal officials had in fact endorsed pay equity reform from an early date: lawyers and
officials in the Department of Labor and Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) were instrumental in developing and initially publicizing the notion of
comparable worth, whereas committees on the status of women and elected female
representatives and their staffs had pressed pay equity reform in several dozen states
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and the U.S. Congress. Other officials, however, opposed reform from the start, and
withdrawal of support was not uncommon. The EEOC and federal judges, for example,
were generally receptive to pay equity claims during the Carter administration, but the
Reagan years brought a more hostile response to litigation and other political pressure.
To their credit, movement activists found ways to endure and even exploit their fairweather friends in the federal government. The pay equity campaign grew, even though
not a single, unambiguous judicial endorsement of its underlying comparable worth
theory managed to survive appellate review. Resourceful equity advocates needed only
a tiny opening for their resistance to develop a momentum of its own. Even after judicial
defeats became commonplace during the 1980s, [End Page 50] movement organizers
persevered. In fact, frustration with Reagan-era interpretations of civil rights law led to a
redeployment of organizational resources from legal campaigns to collective bargaining,
lobbying, and other forms of grassroots collective action. And this strategic retreat
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seems to have catalyzed rather than retarded the movement.
In the end the campaign's successes arose from using "law as a club" and "bargaining
in the shadow of the law." Legal tactics heightened uncertainty, which posed risks to
employers and created a favorable environment for negotiation. Although more
confrontational forms of defiance were rendered impractical by the reliance on existing
channels of inclusion and on advocates within the executive and judicial branches, the
campaign did help alter workplace practices and promoted other efforts to enhance
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workplace rights, even as the movement itself was contained.
The attempt to win equal pay for women workers in the United States nicely exhibits the
attributes of rightful resistance:
--the reliance on established principles to anchor defiance
--the use of legitimating myths and persuasive normative language to frame claims
--the attention to existing statutes when leveling charges
--the recognition and exploitation of a newly congenial opportunity structure
--the importance of advocates, however uncertain, within officialdom
--the combination of legal tactics with grassroots collective action
--the disavowal of overtly revolutionary alternatives
--and the partial victories and built-in limitations of a form of resistance that embraces
values endorsed by conscientious political and economic elites
Rightful resistance in a democracy, as illustrated by McCann, is one way that
dissatisfied citizens try to make officials and business leaders "prisoners of their own
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rhetoric." It is a form of contention ideally suited to pursue new rights claims because
at its heart lies the eminently reasonable expectation that rules and norms which
usually reinforce dominance should be equitably and universally enforced. Enterprising
rightful resisters in a nation such as the United States have astutely recognized that

legal symbols and norms create practical obligations that can be used to mobilize the
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discontented and to limit the abuse of power. They know, along with E. P. Thompson,
that for [End Page 51] the law and other official norms to appear just, they must,
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sometimes, be just.
Rightful resisters may act out of conviction or they may strategically manipulate official
norms. Most often, their motivations probably combine elements of both sincerity and
cynicism. Whatever the case, they are adept at picking out where claims to authority lie
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and at maneuvering within systems that otherwise control them. They have partly
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cast off the "mind-forged manacles" through which law reaps obedience and
deference, and have recognized that the weaknesses of any would-be hegemonic
ideology provide grounds for resistance.
III. Rightful Resistance, Rights Consciousness, and Political Change
Concepts may not be about outcomes, but politics is. In the final analysis, the
significance of any form of popular contention depends on its effects. What
consequences does rightful resistance have for those who wage it and for wider political
change?
In the United States, McCann concludes, the greatest impact of the pay equity
campaign was on the activists themselves: participation in the movement affected their
"hearts, minds, and social identities" by transforming their "understandings,
commitments, and affiliations." As previously unvoiced or whispered objections grew
into loudly asserted claims, thousands of working women became proficient at
generating pressure on employers and "mobilizing rights as a political resource." Rather
than being lulled by the law and its ability to confer legitimacy, they broke its spell and
used legal practices and institutions to create protected spaces in which to act. In the
end, taking rights seriously "opened up more than closed debates, exposed more than
masked systemic injustices, stirred more than pacified discontents, and nurtured more
than retarded the development of solidarity." Instead of reinforcing prevailing power
relations, rights advocacy sparked dialogues, validated [End Page 52] new ways of
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thinking, posed troubling questions, and spurred a desire for political change.
A similar process, but with a very different starting point, may be under way in China.
Even though aggrieved villagers often advance their claims using elite homilies, their
actions reflect new understandings and aspirations and spring from a creative
reworking of official rights talk. Enterprising Chinese villagers are busy appropriating
authorized rights discourses and extending them into new areas. They are mastering
the changing language of power and are demanding, in particular, that quarrels with
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rogue cadres be resolved like contract disputes --fairly, without reference to the
identities of the parties involved, and in accord with some sort of procedural regularity.
Displaying an increasingly sophisticated rights consciousness, rural Chinese appear to
be invoking central policies not so much because they believe existing power relations
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are just but because this strategy produces leverage in a world of unequal resources.
There is little evidence, for instance, that dissatisfied villagers are unaware of continuing
exploitation or are in any way taken in by pro-peasant propaganda; instead they seem
to view central policies as tools that can expose the pretensions of elites who claim to
rule in their interest.
To imagine that rightful resistance can remake a political system from top to bottom is a
lot to expect from a form of contention that is, by its nature, mindful and circumscribed.
Lasting impacts of this form of contention are more likely to be mediated, a
consequence of intensified rights consciousness in populations that are experiencing
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"cognitive liberation" and recognize their capacity for action is growing. In the United

States, McCann notes, the legacy of pay equity reform included other, more significant
advances that "matched or exceeded wage gains." The movement, for instance,
increased sensitivity to social wrongs and strengthened organizational ties, as pay
equity became a "symbol for a broad and growing political agenda of gender based
reform in the workplace." The cohesion and solidarity forged in one [End Page 53]
struggle swiftly spilled over to other, often more successful campaigns for improved
child care, sexual harassment regulations, parental leave, and health care for pregnant
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women.
In China the subversive implications of rightful resistance may reach even deeper.
Apart from restraining rapacious cadres and increasing accountability, rightful
resistance may also presage the stirrings of a more far-reaching counterhegemonic
project. In other words, although successful rightful resistance probably enhances
regime legitimacy in the short term, some villagers may graduate from combating illegal
mistreatment to combating legal mistreatment. And indeed, there is already scattered
evidence of rural resistance to systematic discrimination, for example, efforts to
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overturn household registration policies that keep villagers out of the cities.
But even if many villagers embrace established values and even if officials at higher
levels continue to be seen as indispensable intercessors, we should not underestimate
the potential consequences of growing rights consciousness in a nation where rights
have traditionally been poorly protected. Rightful resisters, in a word, are subalterns,
but they may not be as constrained in thought as Gramsci suggests or as constrained in
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action as Scott suggests. As villagers refashion and recombine familiar elements in
the repertoire of contention and exploit new opportunities to press fresh claims, their
defiance may extend beyond the strict constructionism that normally constrains them.
When rightful resisters cite people's congresses as a model for turning villagers'
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representative assemblies into policy-making bodies, or claim that the principle of
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mass line democracy entitles them to vote in party primaries, or use vague clauses
stipulating direct election to demand open nominating procedures, their resistance is
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both "loyal" and proactive. It is simultaneously [End Page 54] a means to advance
one's interests within existing limits and a way to assert new rights and pry open
channels of participation that few power holders at any level could have foreseen.
Chinese policymakers have many instruments of repression but few means to co-opt
the discontented or soften their demands. Politically, the huge disparity between what is
promised and what villagers experience creates openings for rightful resisters to
challenge blatant misconduct, obvious evasion of central intent, and flagrant violations
of recognized rights. In this sense, Chinese villagers may be more like American civil
rights activists of the early 1960s than like pay equity campaigners of the 1980s.
Speaking both as and for people who are closer to subjects than citizens, they risk
repression daily and face formidable collective action hurdles but are well positioned to
"win big" (that is, to reorder power relations), provided they do not "lose big" (that is,
end up being crushed by their local opponents) first.
Rightful resistance is a hardy perennial that can sprout wherever leaders make
commitments they cannot keep. A partly institutionalized form of contention, it works
largely within (yet at the edges of) an existing opportunity structure, and it may be more
consequential than most "everyday resistance" but still less risky than
uninstitutionalized defiance. Its successes come about not because its practitioners
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remain unobtrusive or because they are insulated from hegemonic penetration, but
because they openly and opportunistically engage the structure of domination (and
pierce the hegemony) at its weakest point. Using the raw material at hand, rightful
resisters align themselves with lawful authority, however it is constituted, and confront
power holders who compromise the ideals that justify their rule. So long as a gap exists

between rights promised and rights delivered, there is always room for rightful
resistance to emerge.
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